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INT. CONTROL ROOM *

A large high tech computer room, packed with flat screen 
monitors, HUMS with the sounds of computer fans and central 
air.

The room is dim - monitors and emergency sconce lights are *
the only illumination.  An emergency klaxon light strobes in *
through the door window on the door. *

Numerous safety signs adorn the walls:  

--RFID Chips by Sepulcher Industries - When everyone has one, *
the world is a safer place! *

--DANGER: Low oxygen environment. *

A man, early 30's, wearing a white lab coat and a breathing *
mask types urgently at a workstation. *

He is a taught bundle of nerves, breathing rapidly.  He is 
SOAKED in sweat.

A number 3, in black letters over an orange square, identify 
him as OPERATOR 3.  His work station, both arms of his lab 
coat, and his badge each bear that symbol. *

Two stations away, sits another male, 40-ish, outfitted with *
a smiliar breathing masks and his lab coat draped over the *
back of his chair.  His identification is OPERATOR 42.  He *
too hovers over his terminal, furiously entering code.

Suddenly 42 freezes, pushes back from his keyboard, for a *
brief moment staring at his monitor with a look of utter *
horror on his face. He takes a deep gasp. *

OPERATOR 42
Oh no... *

An almost serene female machine voice comes from his 
terminal.

WORKSTATION 42 (V.O.)
Algorithm Successful. *

The screen flickers.

A small THUMP, like a muffled explosion, comes from his head.  *

Sitting next to him, Operator 3 jerks over in his seat in *
shock and horror. 42’s body goes limp and CRASHES lifeless *
onto his keyboard.



Just behind his ear is the scar of a small incision and four 
tiny stitches. The scar has ruptured. A small wisp of smoke *
rises above a drop of blood from the wound. *

Operator 3’s focus shifts back to his workstation. He can’t *
spare the time to look at his co-worker’s body. *

Behind Operator 3's ear, is an identical scar.  On the *
monitor, giant columns of numbers are scrolling with animated *
graphs of the human body and specifically focusing on the *
brain.

INT. LABORATORY HALLWAY

TITLE OVER:  FOUR MINUTES EARLIER

Everything is brightly lit, white and well kept - a normal *
day. A dormant klaxon light hints at a serious environment. *

A facility map on the wall indicates that we are a tiny *
section deep inside a massive structure. *

Operator 3 and 15 approach from down the hall carrings masks. *
Engaged in casual office conversation. *

OPERATOR 15 *
-- Is something going on? Cathy *
says she saw a bunch of guys *
shredding documents upstairs. *

OPERATOR 3 *
I thought the investigation had *
nothing to do with us. It’s just *
limited to the weapons division. *

A man, 40's, in a grey SUIT with a red tie, walks past in the *
other direction. He peers back at 3 & 15 as he passes. He has *
piercing light blue eyes with chiseled facial features. He *
walks with speed and purpose and there is something very *
eyrie about him. *

They stop outside a door to don their masks. As they open the *
door, a loud HISS of air indicates an airlock. A sign next to *
the door reads --  SEPULCHER - RFID CHIP INTEGRATION - *
CONTROL next to another sign which reads - DANGER: DO NOT *
ENTER AIR LOCK WITHOUT MASK. *

OPERATOR 15 *
(as the door closes behind 
him)
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-- You know, I’ve never seen so *
many armed security teams at *
Sepulcher before. *

TITLE OVER:  PRESENT

Operator 3's screen is covered in columns of biometric data.  
As a new line of code appears, Operator 3 types a string of 
operations in response. A signal is running through the *
system and he’s fending it off. *

New lines stop coming, and Operator 3 waits intently over his 
keyboard as the last line scrolls off screen.

WORKSTATION 3 (V.O.)
Algorithm Fail. Sequence resetting. *

Operator 3's terror has passed, leaving only exhaustion. A *
drop of sweat falls from his nose.  He is drained. *

Operator 42's corpse slides off of the desktop and lands *
awkwardly on the floor with a THUD. Operator 3 SLOWLY turns 
to look.

The head of the corpse is directly facing Operator 3.  The *
entire interior of the faceplate is a smear of bloody pulp. *
Operator 3 quickly looks away. *

Looking at the large screen of graphs and data, he mouses *
over a prominent BOX in the upper right screen titled - 
WORKSTATION 03 MASTER ALGORITHM DISARM. *

He concentrates as he slowly enters a string of characters.  
He hits enter.

A pop up box responds - Invalid code.

He glances down to the desktop. Then over to the corpse on *
the floor next to him again. *

He speaks in quick nervous bursts. *

OPERATOR 3
(a slight accent, perhaps 
Slavic) )

Why were they designed to explode?  *
And did you notice the door locks *
engage right before the chips *
started being accessed? *

Seated six stations away, in the opposite corner, another 
operator, 15, whom Operator 3 was walking down the hall *
chatting with just minutes before, is frantically fending off *
his own wave of code.
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OPERATOR 15 is the only other person in the room which was *
full of operators minutes before. After frantic coding, the *
same female automated voice emanates from his station -

WORKSTATION 15 (V.O.) *
Algorithm Fail. Sequence resetting. *

Operator 15 barely changes posture. He frantically massages *
his wrists tense from excessive strain. *

OPERATOR 15 
(a different accent, 
perhaps South African) )

If I knew, do you think I would *
have allowed one to be implanted in *
my OWN head? *

OPERATOR 3 *
There has got to be a way to crack *
Master Disarm. Jacobi, Taylor *
series, Tri-Diag? *

OPERATOR 15
I've tried sub-sets of all of them.  *
Nothing. It can’t be hacked. *

Operator 3's station starts BEEPING.  Slow at first, it is 
rapidly increasing like an alarm warning.

Operator 3 tightens over his keyboard, fingertips hovering, 
ready to strike.  His gaze is fixed on the monitor.

OPERATOR 3
How long can this keep going?  *
Dimitri is,... was top notch at *
this kind of coding. *

OPERATOR 15
FOCUS! Security must know by now.  *
Systems has to be coming to kill *
the detonation signal - just hang *
on. *

The BEEPING reaches a climax and shuts OFF, just as lines of 
code start washing down the screen.

WORKSTATION 3 (V.O.)
Operator 3 shutdown algorithm 
engaged.

Operator 3's eyes devour every character, and after a beat, 
he responds with a blast of code.  The dance has resumed.
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A moment later the same increasing audio warning emanates 
from station 15.  Operator 15 tenses in anticipation of his 
next session.

The HUM of computer fans, AC, and the RAPID CLICKING of keys 
are the only sounds.

Through the door window, the silent pulse of an emergency *
klaxon strobes. A red LED panel glows - DOOR LOCKS ENGAGED. *

We follow the light past the body of Operator 42, across the *
workstations separating 3 and 15. A half dozen bodies of *
other Operators lay between them on the floor and around 42.  *
Sprawled where they fell. *

WORKSTATION 3 (O.S.)
Algorithm Fail. Sequence resetting. *

The session has ended. Operator 3 nervously engages the *
speakerphone and hits 9. *

'All circuits are busy'. CHIMES over the line. *

Operator 3 slams his hand down, turning off the phone and *
turns to stare at 42’s station. His glance pauses on 42’s *
face. He winces. *

Operator 3 moves over to 42’s station, reaches into the lab *
coat draped over the chair, and pulls out a cell phone. On *
the face of the phone it reads no signal. *

His station starts to beep indicating a new cycle is about to *
begin. *

He sets down the phone, turning to respond to the alarm. His *
eye lock back on 42’s body again. He stops, grabs the lab *
coat from 42’s chair and kneels down to place it over the *
body. In doing so he sees -- *

-- a dark line under the hair on the back of Operator 42’s *
head.  Operator 3 leans in close.  It is a tiny tattoo - a *
string of numbers, just barely visible to the naked eye. *

Workstation 3’s audio warning begins BEEPING. *

WORKSTATION 15 (O.S.) *
Algorithm Fail. Sequence resetting. *

Operator 15 turns to see that 3 is not at his station. *

OPERATOR 15 *
What are you doing? *
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Operator 3 stares.  Involuntarily scratching his own head. *

His eyes go wide, he’s figured it out. *

Operator 3 rushes to 15, pulls back his hair and starts to *
read the code from the back of 15’s scalp. *

OPERATOR 15 *
(gesturing toward *
workstation 3) *

You’re cycle.. *

OPERATOR 3 *
There’s a cereal number on YOU. *
This could be the code. 15OR-LEQ- *
79. *

Operator 15 enters the string into the WORKSTATION 15 MASTER *
ALGORITHM DISARM entry slot.  And hits enter. *

The biometric display of the human brain ZOOMS into the *
specific section behind the ear where the scars are. *

For a beat, nothing.  Then -- *

WORKSTATION 15 (V.O.) *

Operator 15 shutdown -- RESCINDED. *

Both men’s eyes go wide at the message. *

The Station 3 audio BEEPING is about to climax. The men race *
to the station... *

Rising up, we rapidly PULL BACK to the corner of the room, *
the sounds of the room FADES.  The image distorts slightly *
and we are looking at the same view, but as a video feed on a *
monitor. *

Operator 15 starts to read off the code from the back of 3’s *
head as we continue pulling back to reveal a very similar *
control room. All the workstations are Blue instead of 
Orange. 

This room is bright and LOUD with activity -- the RING of *
phones, the rapid CHATTER of voices, and the CLICKING of 
keys.  The central control beehive is buzzing. *

OPERATOR 20, mid 20’s, sits in front of a monitor bank  *
overseeing video feeds of a dozen identical looking control *
rooms. *
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Dead bodies in white lab coats weaing gas masks, populate all *
of them. The only living people on any of the monitors are *
Operators 3 and 15. *

Operator 20 turns slightly to address someone standing behind *
him. *

OPERATOR 20
(Ice cold)

Sir, I have a manual shutdown in *
section Orange-31, somehow. And it *
looks like there might be another *
one imminent. *

Someone impatiently leans over Operator 20's station. The man *
in the suit from the hallway. *

A message pops up over the video feed of operator 3 and 15 *
which reads: RFID 3 -- RESCINDED. *

THE SUIT
Clever fellows. On any other day, *
I’d be impressed. -- Doesn’t *
matter. *

Across the room another man in a suit is feeding documents 
into an industrial sized shredder. BZZZZT.  BZZZZZZT. *

THE SUIT
Have a clean-up team get over there *
and shut them down. Manually. This *
entire facility has to be a tomb *
before I leave. *

THE END. *
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